Timed adoptive T cell transfer during chemotherapy in patients with recurrent platinum-sensitive epithelial ovarian cancer
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ABSTRACT

Background The presence of T cells and suppressive myeloid cells in epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) correlate with good and bad clinical outcome, respectively. This suggests that EOC may be sensitive to adoptive cell therapy with autologous tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL), provided that immunosuppression by myeloid-derived suppressor cells and M2 macrophages is reduced. Platinum-based chemotherapy can alleviate such immunosuppression, potentially creating a window of opportunity for T cell-based immunotherapy. Methods We initiated a phase I/II trial (NCT04072263) in patients with recurrent platinum-sensitive EOC receiving TIL during platinum-based chemotherapy. TILs were administered 2 weeks after the second, third and fourth chemotherapy course. Patients were treated in two cohorts with or without interferon-α (IFNa), as conditioning and TIL support regimen. The primary endpoint was to evaluate the feasibility and safety according to CTCAE V.4.03 criteria and the clinical response and immune modulatory effects of this treatment were evaluated as secondary endpoints. Results Sixteen patients were enrolled. TIL could be successfully expanded for all patients. TIL treatment during chemotherapy without IFNa (n=13) was safe but the combination with IFNa added to the chemotherapy-induced toxicity with 2 out of 3 patients developing thrombocytopenia as dose-limiting toxicity. Fourteen patients completed treatment with a full TIL cycle and were further evaluated for clinical and immunological response. Platinum-based chemotherapy resulted in reduction of circulating myeloid cell numbers and IL-6 plasma levels, confirming its immunosuppression-alleivating effect. Three complete (CR), nine partial responses and two stable diseases were recorded, resulting in an objective response rate of 86% (Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors V.1.1). Interestingly, progression free survival that exceeded the previous platinum-free interval was detected in two patients, one of which had a long and ongoing CR in one patient that coincided with sustained alleviation of immune suppression. Conclusion TIL therapy can be safely combined with platinum-based chemotherapy but not in combination with IFNa. The chemotherapy-mediated reduction in immunosuppression and the increase in platinum-free interval for two patients warrants further exploration of properly-timed TIL infusions during platinum-based chemotherapy, possibly further benefiting from IL-2 support, as a novel treatment option for EOC patients with recurrent disease.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
⇒ The clinical efficacy of adoptive transfer of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) in epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is moderate when used as monotherapy, probably due to its immunosuppressive tumor environment. This warrants exploration of combined treatment to improve efficacy of TIL in EOC.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
⇒ We showed that chemotherapy alleviates immunosuppression in EOC patients and that the combined treatment of TIL during chemotherapy was feasible and safe and resulted in an increased secondary platinum-free interval in some patients.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY
⇒ This study shows that combined chemoimmunotherapy provides a treatment window for a potentially more effective TIL therapy and may directly impact development of T cell-based treatment options for EOC patients with recurrent disease.

BACKGROUND

The 5-year survival rate for epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) patients is 40%–50%, due to the frequent diagnosis at an advanced stage and because most patients do not, or temporarily, benefit from treatment. Although survival for patients with BRCA-mutated EOC will increase after registration of olaparib, disease recurrence still occurs in approximately 70% of all patients.1 Relapsed advanced ovarian cancer is considered incurable, underscoring...
the unmet need for new treatment options, preferably before treatment-resistance develops.

The rationale to use immunotherapy in EOC patients is based on it being an immunogenic tumor, as indicated by the clear correlation between strong CD8+ T-cell infiltration and improved overall survival (OS) in EOC.2,4 The antitumor activity of CD8+ tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte T cells (TIL) is dramatically impaired by various immunosuppressive mechanisms and cells, including CD163+ myeloid cells, myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and regulatory T cells (Treg). These cells are major constituents of EOC tumors and their presence has been associated with disease progression and worse prognosis.5-7 In addition, accumulation of MDSC in the peripheral blood and ascites of patients has been associated with worse clinical outcome.8-10 Furthermore, tumor-induced elevation of circulating myeloid-cell frequencies have also been associated with bad prognosis,11,13 but this depends on the type of myeloid cells as reflected by the association of a high dendritic cell (DC) to MDSC ratio with a better OS in EOC patients.10

Platinum-based carboplatin-paclitaxel (CP) chemotherapy has been shown to significantly improve systemic immunity in EOC patients by reduction of circulating Treg.14 We observed a similar reduction in Treg and myeloid cell frequencies after CP-chemotherapy in cervical cancer, coinciding with enhanced vaccine-induced T-cell immunity and better survival.15,16 In a mouse model the CP-chemotherapy-mediated normalization of myeloid cells was observed in blood as well as in tumors, indicating that changes in the composition of circulating cells reflected the situation in the tumor.15 Optimal normalization of lymphocyte to myeloid cell ratios were obtained 2 weeks after the second chemotherapy in cervical cancer patients.13 Since Treg and immune-suppressive myeloid cells play a prominent role in EOC, a pronounced beneficial effect of CP-chemotherapy on immune-suppression is expected in EOC. Indeed, CP-chemotherapy in EOC patients resulted in a reduction of circulating Treg frequencies which coincided with an enhanced IFN-gamma response upon stimulation of peripheral blood T cells with autologous tumor antigens.14 This underscores that CP-chemotherapy potentially creates a window of opportunity for effective T cell-based immunotherapy in EOC, similar to what has been observed in cervical cancer.15,16 Treatment with autologous TIL has proven to induce durable responses in several solid tumors.17-20 Only few reports are available of TIL therapy in EOC showing clinical potential especially when TIL are given in combination with chemotherapy, while efficacy of TIL monotherapy is moderate.20-22 This limited clinical efficacy may be attributed to the relatively strong immunosuppressive TME in EOC compared with melanoma, where adoptive T cell therapy (ACT) is effective. We hypothesized that normalization of this immunosuppression by chemotherapy would enhance the clinical benefit of TIL infusions. We have shown that the generally used lymphodepleting preconditioning regimens and administration of high-dose IL-2 postinfusion23,24 can be replaced by a milder preconditioning regimen based on IFNs, with 29% clinical benefit in stage IV metastatic melanoma, including patients refractory to CTLA-4 and/or PD-1 checkpoint-blockade therapy.25

Altogether, this provided the rationale for a clinical trial in which recurrent platinum-sensitive EOC patients were treated with TIL infusions during standard platinum-based chemotherapy with or without additional IFNs. The primary objective was to evaluate feasibility and safety and the secondary objectives were to evaluate the clinical response and to study underlying mechanisms and immune parameters and contextualize these with clinical outcome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient selection

Patients were eligible if 18 years or older with histologically proven, recurrent, platinum-sensitive EOC and amenable to platinum-based chemotherapy. All patients had measurable progressive disease (PD) according to Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST V.1.1) or confirmed elevated CA125 >2 times the upper limit of normal (ULN) within 3 months. Patients had a life-expectancy of at least 3 months and a WHO performance status 0-2. Prior treatment, including immunotherapy, was allowed but had to be discontinued for at least 2 weeks before study entry. At least one resectable lesion was required for the isolation and expansion of TIL. Preferably at least one additional measurable target lesion was required for response evaluation. Alternatively, CA125 was used to assess the clinical response. Patients with brain metastasis, clinically significant heart disease (New York Heart Association class III or IV), active immunodeficiency or autoimmune disease, with other malignancy within 2 years prior to entry into the study, a known allergy to penicillin or streptomycin, or seropositivity for hepatitis B/C, HIV, human T cell lymphotropic virus (HTLV) or Treponema pallidum, were excluded.

Study design

The combined treatment is depicted in figure 1A and consisted of six cycles of standard platinum-based chemotherapy (carboplatin area under the curve 5 or 6 plus paclitaxel 175 mg/m² or cisplatin 50 mg/m² in case of hypersensitivity to carboplatin), once every 3 weeks. TILs were given as three infusions at 3 weeks intervals without IFNa in cohort 1, starting 14 days after the second course of chemotherapy (ie, week 0) and also 2 weeks after the third and fourth chemotherapy cycle. TILs were given intravenously at a dose of 1–7.5 × 10⁹ T cells per infusion over a time period of 30–60 min during day care. Multiple TIL infusions are given to provide higher levels of circulating TIL for a prolonged time. The administered TIL dose is based on our experience in advanced melanoma where this dose range was shown to be safe and effective.25 After completion of three and six cycles of chemotherapy
Figure 1  Study design and patient inclusion and clinical response evaluation. (A) Treatment schedule given in weeks. Platinum-based chemotherapy is given as six consecutive cycles (CI thru CVI) starting form week 0. Three TIL infusions are given two weeks after the second, third and fourth chemotherapy cycle. (B) Patient disposition; 16 patient were enrolled and received chemotherapy+TIL and three of them also received IFNα. All these patients were evaluated for safety and feasibility. Two patients were not evaluated for tumor and immunological response due to gross deviation from the treatments schedule or rapid PD precluding completion of TIL infusions. (C–H) Clinical response was evaluated according to RECIST V.1.1. in patients (n=14) that completed chemotherapy and TIL infusion cycles. (C) Waterfall plot showing the % change in sum of target lesion size from baseline. The best overall response is indicated in the color of the bars. The red asterisk indicates the two patients that received IFNα in addition to chemotherapy and TIL, the blue asterisk indicates the patient that obtained a CR after resection of the remaining target lesion. Patient #9 did not have an evaluable target lesion, but was evaluated based on reduction of CA125 level. (D) Spider plot showing the change in sum of target lesions from baseline in time. Blue lines show the response in patients that received PARP inhibitor after completion of the chemotherapy plus TIL cycles. In red the patient that obtained a durable CR after chemotherapy and TIL is depicted. (E) Change of tumor marker CA125 measured in blood samples before, during and after therapy. Bars represent the mean CA125 levels (kU/L) and dots the values for individual patients. The gray area indicates the period when the 3 consecutive TIL infusions were administered. The dotted line indicates the upper level of normal (ULN). Significant change from baseline: ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 by Friedman with Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons. (F) Platinum free interval (PtFI) prior to treatment (gray bars, to the left) and post-treatment (black and green bars, to the right), measured as time to progression according to RECIST V.1.1 from the time point of the last chemotherapy cycle (in months). The green bars indicate patients with a longer PtFI post-treatment than pretreatment. Patients that received PARPi after chemotherapy plus TIL are indicated by the p and ongoing response by the >behind the appropriate bars. (G) PFS as evaluated according to RECIST V.1.1 and (H) OS curves according to Kaplan-Meier. CR, complete response; OS, overall survival; PD, progressive disease; PFS, progression-free survival; PR, partial response; RECIST, Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors; SD, stable disease.
the clinical response was assessed by physical examination and imaging studies (CT scan) according to the RECIST V.1.1 and immune-related response criteria (irRC). If no progression of disease was observed and if TILs were available another cycle of three TIL infusions without chemotherapy was administered. During the follow-up, imaging was repeated every 3 months. Patients were regularly monitored for chemical and immunological parameters including CA125 levels and white blood cell counts. Heparinized venous blood was collected for immunological monitoring at several time points after infusion. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) as well as serum/plasma samples were cryopreserved. In the second cohort, TIL infusions during chemotherapy were combined with pegylated-IFNa (Pegasys, Intron-A, 1 µg/kg/week s.c. with a maximum of 90 µg/week) starting 1 week before the first TIL infusion and for 12 weeks in total. The primary objective was to evaluate the safety of TIL with or without low dose IFNα during platinum-based chemotherapy, as assessed by the NIH Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) V.4.03. As secondary objectives the clinical response including the best overall response (BOR) according to RECIST V.1.1 and irRC, the disease control rate (DCR) defined as complete response (CR)+partial response (PR)+stable disease (SD) at 6 months, the progression-free survival (PFS), OS and platinum-free interval (PtFI) pretreatment and post-treatment were evaluated. The PFS is defined as the duration from start of platinum-based chemotherapy until first observation of radiologically confirmed PD. The PtFI is defined as the duration from the last platinum-based chemotherapy cycle until the first observation of radiologically confirmed PD. In addition, hypothesis-related immune parameters, including immune-modulation by chemotherapy, immune modulation by TIL with or without IFNα and phenotypic and functional characteristics of TILs were evaluated.

**Generation of TIL for infusion**

TILs for infusion were cultured from a small resected tumor sample or biopsy, as previously described (online supplemental material).

**Immunological response evaluation in blood samples**

**Cytokine analysis in serum/plasma**

The serum/plasma concentrations of immune-modulating proinflammatory/anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-6 (Immunotools, 31670069) and IL-8 (Invitrogen, CNB001II-L-7) and homeostasis regulating cytokines IL-7, IL-15 and IL-21 (R&D diagnostics; DY207; Biolegend, 435104; Mabtech; 3540-1H-6, respectively) were analyzed using ELISA, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Immunophenotyping of PBMC**

PBMC samples were immunophenotyped using a 40-marker panel and multispectral flow cytometry as described in online supplemental methods.

**Lymphocyte proliferative and antigen presenting capacity**

The proliferative potential of PBMC collected at the indicated time-points was evaluated using a proliferation assay and the same samples were used to assess the effect of treatment on the antigen-presenting capacity of PBMC using a mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR), as previously described, with minor modifications (see online supplemental material).

**Immunophenotyping of TIL batches**

To assess the phenotypic characteristics of TIL batches used for infusion, cryopreserved reference vials of TIL were thawed and divided into multiple samples for staining with separate antibody panels for activation/inhibitory, memory, homing and regulatory T cell markers (see online supplemental table 2), respectively, as we previously described (online supplemental material).

**Functional analysis of the infused TIL**

Tumor reactivity: The antigen-specificity of the infusion product was tested against a broad panel of EOC cell lines that were (partially) matched for at least one HLA-class I allele with the corresponding patient using IFNγ release as a read-out, as previously described (online supplemental material). IFNγ secretion in response to CD3/CD28 activation beads (Dynabeads, Thermofisher ratio 1:4 beads to T cells) was used to assess the activation and cytokine release potential of the TIL batches.

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize patient baseline characteristics at start of treatment. Survival and PFS were estimated according to the Kaplan-Meier’s method using GraphPad Prism version V.9.3.1. 1 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California, USA). Although group comparisons based on < or >median PFS for comparisons and this corresponds *grosso modo* with a PtFI>6 months. Statistics used for analysis of immune parameters are described in online supplemental methods and figure legends.

**RESULTS**

**Patient characteristics and TIL expansion**

In total, 16 patients were included in our phase I/II clinical trial (NCT04072263) between November 2018 and March 2021. Patient characteristics are given in table 1.

All but one of the enrolled patients had a high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma histology type ovarian cancer. All patients were treated with platinum-based chemotherapy and started TIL infusions. Two patients (P1 and P8) were not evaluable for the toxicity and efficacy of TIL with (P8) or without IFNα (P1) during chemotherapy, respectively (figure 1B). For one of these patients (P1), additional toxicity of the standard chemotherapy...
required such an adjustment (dose reductions and delay) of the treatment schedule that proper evaluation of the safety and effect of TIL infusions was no longer possible. In the case of patient P8 not all TIL infusions of the first cycle could be given due to the rapid disease progression. The remaining fourteen patients completed treatment with at least one full cycle of three TIL infusions and were further evaluated for tumor and immunological response parameters. The median age of all 16 patients was 61 years (range 29–77) with no (significant) difference between the patients that received additional IFNa (n=3) and those that did not (n=13). All patients had WHO status 0–1 and recurrent platinum-sensitive disease with a PtFI varying between 6 and 12 months, that is, a partial platinum-sensitive recurrence, in 38% (6/16), and a PtFI of more than 12 months (range 12–55 months) in 62% (10/16) of the patients. CA125 mutation was detected in 13% (2/16) of the patients. Twenty-five percent of the patients received more than one line of prior systemic (chemo)therapies.

All patients were discharged the same day of obtaining an excisional biopsy for TIL collection. TIL could be successfully cultured from tumor samples or biopsies for all included patients, although for some patients (P8, P10, P13 and P16) this required an extra biopsy from another lesion, possibly reflecting intrapatient heterogeneity in immune infiltrate between lesions.27 A median initial culture time of 16 days (range 9–30 days) followed by rapid expansion during 14 days, resulting in a 1516-fold (range 106–2769) expansion, was required to obtain enough cells for infusion.

### Safety of TIL with or without additional IFNa during platinum-based chemotherapy

The first cohort of six patients was treated with TIL and platinum-based chemotherapy without IFNa which did not result in toxicity other than what is known from platinum-based chemotherapy alone (table 2). In the majority of patients, all observed side effects were present before TIL infusions and, therefore, definitely not related to TIL infusions.

In the second cohort, IFNa was added to the treatment. An aggravation of chemotherapy-induced pancytopenia and especially neutropenia (grade 4) and thrombocytopenia (grade 3) was observed in two out of three patients resulting in DLT. Therefore, the addition of IFNa to TIL during chemotherapy was discontinued. The remaining patients (P11 thru P16) were treated according to the first cohort, resulting in a total of 13 patients treated with TIL during chemotherapy without IFNa.

### Clinical evaluation

The clinical response was evaluated in 14 patients who completed at least one full cycle of three TIL infusions and without gross deviation from the treatment schedule at the data cut-off point of April 2023. The obtained BOR was recorded as three CR, nine PR and two SD; resulting in an objective response rate (ORR) of 86% (figure 1C) and a 100% DCR at 6 months. Response recorded as a more than 30% decrease in the sum of the target lesions (or reduction of CA125 cancer marker in P9) was reached at the first evaluation point in 12/14 patients (figure 1D). In all patients, a drop in tumor-marker CA125 level was observed after treatment, that decreased below the ULN threshold of 35 kU/mL in 12/14 patients (figure 1E). The PtFI observed after platinum-based chemotherapy and TIL exceeded the PtFI obtained after the last platinum-based treatment prior to enrolment in patient P13 and patient P6 (green bars in figure 1F). The PtFI post-treatment ranged from 2 to 35 months (median 6.5 months). Interestingly, for P6 the ongoing PFS has already increased fivefold after combined TIL and platinum-based chemotherapy. In general, the response duration varied and resulted in a median PFS of 10.7 months (range 6–39+ months), corresponding to a median platinum-free survival of 6.5 months (figure 1F

---

**Table 1** Patient characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All patients (n=16)</th>
<th>Chemo+TIL (n=13)</th>
<th>Chemo+TIL+IFNa (n=3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Median age and range (year)</td>
<td>61 (29–77)</td>
<td>62 (29–77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO status; n (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (38)</td>
<td>6 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 (62)</td>
<td>7 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor type</td>
<td>HGSOC</td>
<td>15 (94)</td>
<td>12 (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LGMOC</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum sensitivity</td>
<td>&gt;6 and &lt;12 months</td>
<td>6 (38)</td>
<td>5 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;12 months</td>
<td>10 (62)</td>
<td>8 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation status; n (%)</td>
<td>BRCA mutation</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>2 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR status; n (%)</td>
<td>ER− and PrR−</td>
<td>4 (25)</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ER+ or PrR+</td>
<td>7 (44)</td>
<td>6 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>5 (31)</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous lines of chemotherapy; n (%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 (75)</td>
<td>10 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 (19)</td>
<td>2 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;3</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other previous treatments; n (%)</td>
<td>Bevacizumab</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endocrine therapy</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PARPi</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ER, estrogen receptor; HGSOC, high grade serous ovarian cancer; HR, hormone receptor; LGMOC, low-grade mucinous ovarian cancer; PrR, progesterone receptor.
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Table 2  Adverse events ≥grade 3 and their relation to treatment for individual patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>(S)AE term</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Chemo</th>
<th>TIL</th>
<th>IFNa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohort 1 without IFNa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1*</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1*</td>
<td>Platelet count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1*</td>
<td>White cell count decreased (pan cytopenia)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1*</td>
<td>Lymphocyte count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1*</td>
<td>Anemia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>y/n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort two with IFNa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8*</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Platelet count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>y/n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>White cell count decreased (pancytopenia)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Neutrophil count decreased</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>y/n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>White cell count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>y/n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Platelet count decreased</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>y/n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Other general; malaise with PD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All grade 3 or more (S)AEs and their relation to therapy according to CTCAE V.4.03 are given. (S)AEs grade 4 are in bold. Relatedness to therapy: YES; definitely related, NO; definitely not related and y/n; possibly related. ‘–’=not applicable.

*P1 and P8 grossly deviated from treatment schedule and were only evaluated for safety/feasibility.

CTCAE, Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events; PD, progressive disease; (S)AE, (serious) adverse events.

and figure 1G). At the data cut-off point (April 2023), median probability of OS was 34.7 months according to Kaplan-Meier analysis (figure 1H).

Translational studies

Detailed characterization of infused TIL

TIL consisted of a mix of on average two-thirds CD4 and one-third CD8 T cells (figure 2), which did not differ between patients with a shorter or longer than median PFS. T-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) was used to cluster similar cells in 2D-plots. In TIL stained with a Treg marker panel we defined 13 different populations including a CD4+ cell population (t_1), reflecting CD4+Tregs as determined using the consensus marker expression profile,28 as well as a CD8+ Treg-like cell population (t_10), both highly expressing CD25 and FoxP3 (figure 2A–D). However, populations t_1 and t_10 made up 1% or less of the final expanded TIL product. None of the T-cell populations identified by the Treg marker panel distinguished patients with a shorter or longer than median PFS (figure 2D) or OS (online supplemental figure S1).
Figure 2  Immunophenotyping of infused TIL. Administered TILs were stained with antibody panels specific for regulatory T cells (t) and inhibitory/activation (i) T cell markers, as indicated in online supplemental table 2. High-dimensional single cell data analysis of the stained TIL were performed by opt-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (optSNE) and FLOW SOM using OMIQ software (A) Overlay of 13 different FLOW SOM clusters (t_1 thru t_13) for all TIL batches stained with the Treg marker Ab-panel plotted on the optSNE map. (B) Expression levels of each of the indicated regulatory T cell markers are depicted for the individual populations t_1 thru t_13 and for the total TIL population. (C) Frequencies of the identified populations in the total TIL populations are shown and grouped on major phenotypic characteristics, shown above the data. (D) Frequencies of CD8^+ (t_1) and CD4^+ (t_10) T cell populations with a regulatory T cell phenotype are shown as percentage of total TIL for patients with a shorter (short) or longer (long) than median PFS, respectively. (E) Overlay of 14 different FLOW SOM clusters (i_1 thru i_14) for all TIL batches stained with the inhibitory/activation marker Ab-panel plotted on the optSNE map. (F) Expression levels of the indicated inhibitory/activation T cell markers is depicted for these individual populations i_1 thru i_14 and for the total TIL population. (G) Frequencies of the identified populations in the total TIL populations are shown and grouped on major phenotypic characteristics, shown above the data. (H) Frequencies of the CD4^+PD-1^+Tim-3^+ (i_2) T cell population is shown as percentage of total TIL for patients with a shorter (short) or longer (long) than median PFS, respectively. *p<0.05 by Mann-Whitney U test, and P6 indicates the patient with the durable CR after treatment. CR, complete response; PFS, progression-free survival; TIL, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes.
Based on expression of inhibitory/activation markers, we distinguished 14 different cell clusters in tSNE plots (figure 2E–H and online supplemental figure S2). Especially within the CD4⁺ T cells, populations i_1, i_2 and i_3 show clear expression of the inhibitory/activation marker PD-1. While populations i_1, and i_3 moderately expressed any of the other inhibitory/exhaustion markers, population i_2 coexpresses Tim-3, possibly reflecting a more exhausted phenotype. Patients with a longer than median PFS were treated with TIL containing significantly less of these i_2 CD4⁺PD-1 Tim-3⁺ T cells (figure 2H). Within the different CD8⁺ T cell populations, populations i_9 and i_10, expressed PD-1 but little to no other exhaustion markers, reflecting an activated, but not exhausted phenotype. Furthermore, staining for memory and homing markers shows that most TIL express a T cell effector phenotype (Teff, CD45RO⁻CCR7⁻CD62L⁻CD27⁻CD28⁻) and less than 5% express CCR7 and a low level of CD62L representing a central memory-like (Tcm) phenotype (population m_4 in online supplemental figure S3). Moderate expression of CXCR3, CCR4 and CCR6, representing activated Th1 and effector T cells is observed on (a subtraction of) the largest CD4⁺ (h_2) and CD8⁺ (h_10) T cell populations, respectively (online supplemental figure S4). Differences in memory or homing markers were not associated with shorter or longer than median PFS or OS (online supplemental figure S3 and S4).

To assess tumor cell recognition, TILs were cocultured with a panel of ovarian cancer cell lines, partially matched for HLA class I. In 1 of the tested TIL batches (P16) modest recognition of one or more of the matched cell lines was detected (online supplemental figure S4), suggesting that in most cases tumor-reactivity may be present against private antigens but not against shared tumor antigens, similar to what we found in melanoma. All TIL batches were able to secrete the type 1 cytokine IFNg when stimulated with Staphylococcus enterotoxin B (SEB) and anti-CD3/CD28 but differences in IFNg production, as well as the proliferation rate during rapid expansion of TIL and the total administered dose and percentage CD8⁺ in infused TIL, were not related to PFS or OS (online supplemental figure S6).

Therapy-induced changes in serum/plasma factors
The effect of platinum-based chemotherapy and subsequent TIL infusions did not overtly affect the levels of the T-cell supportive circulating cytokines IL-7, IL-15 and IL-21 (figure 3E–G).

In addition, we analyzed changes in IL-6 and IL-8 levels, since these cytokines were described to promote the attraction of and differentiation toward immune suppressive myeloid cells and to correlate with disease progression and worse prognosis in EOC. The IL-6 serum level was clearly reduced by chemotherapy (figure 4H) starting from the first evaluation point onward and throughout the period that TIL infusions were given. IL-6 levels were correlated to the total number of myeloid cells as determined by differential white cell counts (figure 4I). IL-8 serum levels were low and hardly altered (not shown).

Transient therapy-induced increase in T-cell stimulatory capacity of antigen presenting cells
Next, we studied whether the platinum-based-chemotherapy influenced the function of immune cells. PBMCs were tested in a lymphocyte stimulation test to assess their reactivity to common recall antigens, such as influenza antigen (influenza) or memory response mix (MRM). No overt changes were observed. A slightly improved reactivity was detected when lymphocytes were stimulated with CD3/CD28 beads (figure 3J–L). Importantly, all PBMC samples showed a very potent proliferative response to CD3/CD28-bead stimulation and the stimulation index in response to MRM was comparable to what we previously observed in healthy donors and in cervical cancer patients after chemotherapy-induced normalization of circulating myeloid cell frequencies (online supplemental figure S7). These data demonstrate that lymphocyte function is not negatively affected by the chemotherapy treatment in EOC.

A significantly improved APC function was detected by MLR 1 week after the second cycle of chemotherapy (1 week before TIL infusion, figure 3M). This effect was transient and correlated with reduced monocyte numbers (figure 3N) and returned to baseline during the remainder of the chemotherapy cycles (figure 3M). Notably, the improved APC function of PBMC from the patient with a long PtFl after therapy was sustained throughout the complete treatment (green dots in figure 3M and online supplemental figure S7).
Next, in-depth analysis of therapy-induced changes in PBMC and their pre-treatment frequencies in relation to PFS and OS was performed. From 12 of the 14 evaluable patients samples of all time points were available. Immunophenotyping using a 40-marker panel and optSNE-FlowSOM cluster-segmentation revealed 29 different subpopulations of immune cells (figure 4A). The density plots of the PBMC samples at different time points show a very clear change, mainly in populations 1, 3, 5, and 6 and most pronounced at 1 week after the second chemotherapy cycle (figure 4B and figure 5A). The largest of the therapy-altered cell populations represents classical mMDSC (population 1). Population 3 comprises non-classical HLA-DR+CD14+CD16+CD163+ monocytes and populations 5 and 6 HLA-DR+CD14+CD163+M2 macrophage-like cells (figure 4C and online supplemental figure S8). The observed reduction at 1 week after the second chemotherapy cycle is transient and bounces back 2 weeks after the second chemotherapy cycle (figures 4B and 5B). This is also apparent when...
the most significant changes in populations between pretreatment vs week 1 and week 1 vs week 0 values are shown in a volcano plot (figure 5A) or at the quantitative level (figure 5B). Pretreatment frequencies of populations 1, 3 and 2 (CD163dim M2 macrophage-like cells) correlated with shorter OS (figure 5C). Pretreatment frequencies of all other subpopulations neither correlate to OS nor significantly changed during therapy (online supplemental figure S9 and S10). Clearly the lymphocytes (figures 4 and 5A), including several subpopulations of CD4 and CD8 T cells (populations 17–21 and 23–25, respectively, in online supplemental figure S10), were not altered during therapy.

We reported that the baseline mMDSC/DC ratio is an independent predictive factor for OS in two different cohorts of EOC.10 Therefore, the pretreatment mMDSC/DC ratio was determined as described and compared with this earlier cohort,10 showing high similarity (median 1.28 vs 1.25) in its distribution among patients (figure 5D).

Furthermore, also in the current patient cohort, a baseline mMDSC/DC-ratio below median is associated with a better OS, although not significant due to the limited patient number (figure 5E). Interestingly, platinum-based chemotherapy resulted in a significant but transient reduction of the mMDSC/DC ratio (figure 5F).

**Summarizing translational data of the patient experiencing an unexpected long CR and PtFI after treatment**

Patient P6 experienced a very long lasting CR after therapy resulting in a much longer PtFI after therapy than observed prior to inclusion in this trial. The translational data indicate that this patient stands out from all other patients and to fully comprehend their potential impact, these results are summarized here.

Compared with TIL given to the other patients, TIL administered to this patient show lower frequencies of population i_2, which was significantly associated with a longer PFS (figure 2H), and these TIL produced the highest level...
of IFNγ when stimulated with CD3/CD28 activation beads (online supplemental figure S6).

At baseline, this patient had the highest level of circulating myeloid cell frequencies corresponding to the highest myeloid cell/lymphocyte ratio (figure 3D), mMDSC/DC ratio (figure 5D) and circulating IL-6 level (figure 3I), all depicted in green dots. The platinum-based chemotherapy induced reduction of monocytes, neutrophils and myeloid cell/lymphocyte ratio (figure 3B–D, respectively) was most pronounced and retained for the longest period in this patient. These chemotherapy induced changes associated with a reduction of circulating IL-6 levels (figure 3H,I) and a slight but more prolonged improvement of APC function than observed for all other patients (figure 3M).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we show that treatment of patients with recurrent EOC with the combination of TIL during platinum-based chemotherapy is feasible and safe but that addition of IFNα resulted in aggravation of chemotherapy induced neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. It was feasible to obtain TIL in a timely fashion for treatment of all patients. Platinum-based chemotherapy resulted in a reduction of immunosuppressive myeloid cells, and in combination
with TIL a DCR of 100% at 6 months and an ORR of 86% was obtained. The median PFS of 10.7 months in the current trial is comparable to the median PFS of 9 months reported in the Calypso trial \((n=507)\) and a median PFS of 13 months and ORR of 66% in the ICON4 trial \((n=392)\) for patients with a recurrent platinum-sensitive EOC. Importantly, the clinical response to retreatment with platinum-based chemotherapy depends on the PtFI after previous treatment and a progressively shorter PtFI. Therefore, the PtFI observed for patient P6 after similar platinum-based chemotherapy with TIL far exceeds what could be expected based on the PtFI after the previous line of platinum-based treatment (>42 vs 8 months). Such a durable response after retreatment with a similar line of platinum-based chemotherapy potentially can be attributed to the concomitant administration of TIL and holds promise for future studies on TIL infusions during platinum-based-chemotherapy.

The potential of adoptively transferred TIL as treatment for EOC has thus far only been investigated in a limited number of clinical trials. ACT after commonly used non-myeloablative conditioning and IL-2 support resulted in disease stabilization for 3–5 months without severe side effects in a small cohort \((n=6)\) of platinum-resistant EOC patients. Combined TIL infusions with cisplatin-based chemotherapy in 10 patients with EOC after a single cyclophosphamide conditioning cycle, without IL-2 support, resulted in an ORR of 90%. However, 8/10 of these patients did not have any prior treatment and most likely responded very well to platinum-based chemotherapy, which has a general first-line response rate of 60%–90%. This precludes distinguishing clinical benefit of chemotherapy from that of chemotherapy with TIL. However, the reported early signs of clinical activity by the combined treatment, together with the earlier observed window of opportunity created by chemotherapy \(^{15,16}\) and association of immune infiltration with recurrence and OS\(^ {17,18}\) provided a rationale for further exploration of the clinical effect and additional investigation of underlying mechanisms of action of the combined treatment, as performed in our trial.

We did not use non-myeloablative conditioning or IL-2 support, \(^{25}\) but standard chemotherapy and IFNa as TIL-support regimen, aiming to reduce treatment-related toxicity and thereby increase the number of patients eligible for TIL treatment. Unfortunately, IFNa added to chemotherapy-induced toxicity and could not be combined in subsequently treated patients. Platinum-based chemotherapy induced a transient reduction of the absolute number of monocytes and a more sustained reduction of total leukocytes and neutrophils. This is in line with previous reports showing that EOC patients present with high neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR), and that a platinum-based chemotherapy-induced reduction thereof correlates with clinical response to therapy. \(^{22,23}\) We show that absolute lymphocyte counts nor lymphocyte function were affected by the used chemotherapy. In addition, we showed that the myeloid cell/lymphocyte ratio was strongly reduced, reaching a maximal effect at 2 weeks after second chemotherapy. Moreover, we showed that chemotherapy preserved and even transiently improved antigen presenting potential of circulating immune cells, coinciding with the reduction of several CD14+ myeloid cell populations, including the classical mMDSC and CD163+ cells. These results confirm our previous findings in cervical cancer patients where platinum-based chemotherapy (CP) normalized the aberrant tumor-induced immune cell composition, and in particular, the number of circulating CD14+ myeloid cells resulting in an improved T cell response to recall antigens. \(^{15,16}\) It also confirms our notion that in order to infuse TILs when the excessive numbers of myeloid cells are reduced, one to 2 weeks after the second chemotherapy cycle is the optimal timing for combined immunochemotherapy.

EOC patients presenting with increased tumor-induced systemic inflammation, including increased NLR and IL-6 levels, may exhibit an impaired lymphocyte-mediated immune response to tumors, underlying their worse prognosis and increased potential for tumor recurrence. \(^{23}\) Here, we show that platinum-based chemotherapy may alleviate immunosuppression via the reduction of several circulating myeloid cell populations (neutrophils, monocytes and mMDSCs) and the plasma IL-6 level. Increased IL-6 levels have been correlated to the abundance of mMDSC and worse prognosis in EOC, \(^{8}\) and is described to be involved in expansion, accumulation and promotion of the immunosuppressive phenotype of MDSCs via activation of the STAT3-signaling pathway. \(^{8,34}\) Our previous studies showing that EOC with high epithelial IL-6 expression display a dense infiltration of mature myeloid cells, \(^{6}\) and that ovarian cancer cell-derived IL-6 can polarize differentiation of monocytes into the suppressive CD163+M2-like macrophages, \(^{35}\) further adds to the notion that platinum-based chemotherapy may change the immunosuppressive TME in favor of the antitumor immune response. However, the chemotherapy-driven reduction of mMDSC in EOC is transient in most of the patients, except the one with an exceptionally good clinical response. Hence, it would be of interest to investigate if this effect could be prolonged. Other chemotherapeutics used in EOC, such as doxorubicin and gemcitabine, do not alter the numbers of circulating MDSC. \(^{16}\) One possible option is to use tocilizumab (anti-IL-6 receptor).

We previously reported a clinical trial showing that at a functionally effective dose of tocilizumab, the myeloid cells expressed less STAT3 and produced more IL-12, and this coincided with the production of higher amounts of the effector T cell cytokines IFNγ and TNFa in EOC patients. \(^{36}\) Alternatively, one may add MDSC-specific targeting compounds to alleviate immune suppression. \(^{37}\)

The tumor-induced increase of mMDSC results in an increased mMDSC/DC ratio at baseline. Similar to our earlier findings in two different cohorts of patients with EOC\(^ {10}\) a trend for better OS was observed in patients...
with a lower than median mMDSC/DC ratio. Interestingly, the patient displaying the highest mMDSC/DC ratio at baseline but also the strongest and most retained treatment-induced reduction of the mMDSC/DC ratio, responded best to treatment with an ongoing CR of more than 3 years at data closure. This patient also displayed a high circulating IL-6 level and the highest myeloid cell frequency and myeloid cell/lymphocyte ratio at baseline and a very clear reduction of all of these parameters after platinum-based chemotherapy, suggesting that the efficient alleviation of immunosuppression in this specific patient may have contributed to the exceptional clinical response. This is further supported by the most sustained and pronounced improved APC function observed in PBMC from this specific patient.

The infused TIL consist of a heterogenous population of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells with a CD45RO+ phenotype. The majority of the T cells express PD-1, but not any of the other inhibitory/exhaustion markers, which may reflect an activated but not exhausted phenotype. However, the largest population of CD4+ T cells in the TIL population did coexpress PD-1 as well as Tim-3 and may reflect a more exhausted phenotype.38 Interestingly, patients with a shorter than median PFS were treated with TIL that contained significantly more of such PD-1+ Tim-3+ double positive CD4+ T cells.

This study has a number of limitations. Due to the design of the study the number of patients is limited and no control group is available, hence all references to the efficacy of the treatment tested should be interpreted with caution. Furthermore, while EOC-derived TILs were used as treatment modality, we have not established if the infused cells persisted in the patients or whether they were able to reach the tumors. This is part of future translational studies. Finally, we have made use of partly HLA-matched tumor cell lines to assess tumor recognition by TIL products. Although tumor cell-specific cytokine production as result of allore cognition is not likely to occur in these extensively cultured T cell populations, it cannot be formally excluded.

In conclusion, our results show that it is feasible to obtain TIL for treatment and that it is safe to treat patients with TIL during platinum-based chemotherapy, when given without additional IFNa. The platinum-based chemotherapy induced reduction of myeloid cells is maximal at 1–2 weeks after the second chemotherapy and, therefore, considered the optimal timing for TIL infusions. Since the combination of platinum-based chemotherapy with IFNa resulted in dose-limiting toxicity, less toxic IL-2 formulations, not aggravating chemotherapy-related toxicities, may be necessary to provide additional T cell support and improve efficacy. This warrants further investigation of combined chemotherapy and TIL therapy with optimal T cell support in EOC patients.
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